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Release Notes 

 
Version 2.0.6492 

 Optimized file or list item existence verification to expedite a fresh 

migration job. 

 Fix to create lookup columns in target list when the secondary lookup 

column name contains space.  

 Enhanced replace and merge options for site and list level migration. 

 Enhancements in showing the current status of a migration job. 

 Fixed an application hang issue that happens when Dockit 365 

Migrator system file is changed incorrectly.  

 Fix to create calculated column by ensuring all the referred columns 

were created before creating the new calculated column. 

 
Version 2.0.6456 

 Added support to migrate content with control characters in source 

SharePoint environment. 

 Fixed to migrate Calendar list items having Recurrence enabled. 

 Fixed crash issue in adding migrated SharePoint Calendar list in 

Microsoft Outlook Desktop app. 

 Fix for ‘Unable to edit’ error that occurs in migrated Wiki Pages library. 

 Fixed issues in domain mapping. 

 Fix for activating ‘Publishing site infrastructure feature’ in Office 365 

and improved their reporting in product activity log. 

 Added provision to set home page as in source SharePoint site in 

Office 365. 

Dockit 365 Migrator 
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 Fixed issue in navigating from mapped network drives in Dockit 365 

Migrator explorer. 

 
Version 2.0.6424 
 

 Fixed the “Object reference not set to an instance of object” error 

while migrating content from Azure to Office 365. 

 Introduced automatic package resubmission in case of failure in 

migrating item or its versions. 

 Improvement in UI responsiveness for {sp2spo} module. 

 Improved support in migrating web parts in WebPart Page and Wiki 

Page. 

 
Version 2.0.6411 

 Refactored source SharePoint traversal module to handle the situation 
where the ID of the containing folder is greater than the items 

underneath it. The situation would happen when the files are created 
first in the root level and then moved to the newly created folder. 

Previously, it reported "Unavailable folder will not be created on the 
fly" error message and containing list items would not get migrated.  

 
 Strengthened migration package integrity checking to eliminate 

runtime error "The remote server returned an error: (404) Not Found." 
from Office 365.  

 

 Introduced a new cache layer for processed user identifiers to avoid 
processing of the same user identifier repeatedly. 

 
 Like {fs2spo} module, a separate thread to handle manifest Xml 

creation for list item permission. It would help boost overall 
performance of the migration. 

 
 Improvements in downloading attachments even if the file is of ASPX 

or XSN file format. 
 

 Improvements in migrating InfoPath forms library, Web Parts in 
Publishing Page. 

 
 
 
Version 2.0.6394 
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 Better transaction details (count) about pending and dispatched 

migration packages. 

 User can ascertain if migration is stalled, so as to make smooth 
shutdown of migration job, instead of killing it in Windows Task Manager. 

 Enhanced activity log engine to report the actual status (migrated, failed, 

not dispatched) of failed items to enable the user to retry the failed 
items alone. 

 Provides detail about the number of packages processed simultaneously. 

This will enable the user to get an idea about the overall throughput of 
the migration and workload currently taken up by Office 365. 

 Skillfully detects the roadblock in submitting the pending packages due 

to unresolved dependencies. This will automatically shut down the 
migration (background) process gradually to make it complete. 

 Improvements in {fs2spo} migration screen UI to inform in detail about 

the current migration status. 

 Azure to Office 365 section will now report the correct statistical 

information even if Office 365 Migration API takes the migration 
packages for several attempts. 

 Fixed to make Unresolved user macro and LastSavedBy column in 

{fs2spo} module work correctly. 

 Enhanced to avoid the burden of giving User/Group mapping, when 
display name of source and target users and groups are same. 

 Enhanced to perform retry to fix Item does not exist error. 

 Handled to decide list column creation effectively based on display name 

or internal name. 

 Fixed the issue in updating stored profile credential in case if the user's 
password has been changed or expired. 

 
Version 2.0.6373 
 Fixed the “The client could not finish the operation within 

specified timeout” issue, while uploading documents from File Share to 
Azure. 

 Provision to pick user or group by simply entering the name in 

User/Group Mapping step. 

 Fixed to assign permissions, when a SharePoint group is mapped to a 
new security group (yet to be used) in target. 
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 Provision to use Run only when user is logged on and Run whether 

user is logged on or not flags in Task scheduler in Windows 
environments where "Network access: Do not allow storage of passwords 

and credentials for network authentication policy" is enabled. This will fix 
"A specified logon session does not exist. It may already have been 

terminated. (Exception from HRESULT: 0x80070520)" error in scheduling 
the migration job in the application. 

Version 2.0.6352 
 Improved web parts migration status in activity log. 

 Fixed to migrate unique permissions only when site permission option is 

selected. 

 Fixed to migrate permissions if source (Security Group) is mapped to 
target (SharePoint Group). 

Version 2.0.6348 
 Supports on premise SharePoint (2007 / 2010 / 2013 / 2016) content 

migration to SharePoint Online. 

 
Version 1.4.6296 

 Improvements in usage and migration statistics. 
 Fixed an issue in assigning date value to SharePoint columns irrespective 

of system culture. 

 

Version 1.4.6279 

 Supports creation of new folder structure by using New Folder column in 

the batch file, when running the migration job. 
 Finer control of Folder Traversal Options for documents. 

 Migrate content by using Excel batch file. With this option, the batch file 
content is verified and the file entries are added to the migration job. 

 Introduced Pre-migration validation tool to simulate the migration job and 
identify possible errors during execution. 

 Improved overall migration speed by leveraging the migration API. 
 Provision to traverse folders and access files that exceed 256 characters 

long. 
 Support for Cloud Identity based authentication, in addition to federated 

authentication. 

 
Version 1.3.6170 
 Leverages FREE Azure storage containers offered by Microsoft to avoid 

storage costs incurred with the Office 365 data migration. 
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 Encrypts content with 256-bit AES encryption technique to ensure the 

migrated data remains secure in transit and at rest in Azure storage 
containers. 

Version 1.2.6144 
 Added provision to migrate NTFS permissions to Office 365/SharePoint 

Online with Domain Mapping, User Mapping and Permission Mapping 

settings. The new settings help in replacing users who are no longer 
available in the organization, map NTFS permissions - > SharePoint 

permissions and map users that are residing in different source and target 

domains. 

 Included provision to update External Data (BCS) column with filter 
condition. End users can now use filter condition to pick the record from 

Data Source. 

 Added provision to update Person/Group column with SharePoint Group 
value from metadata file. Only user values were supported earlier. 

 Included support to migrate files beginning with a dot or without file names 

(e.g., .DS_Store). 

 Avoids file existence check when migrating the containing folder for the 
first time. This could potentially increase the migration speed up to 50% 

for fresh migration. 

Version 1.1.6116 
 Assigns date column value based on the target site’s time zone settings 

(when using external metadata file). This will be observed when the 

language of the computer running Dockit 365 Migrator application and 
Office 365 site’s display language are different. 

 Added basic support for External Data (BCS) column. 

 Refactored UX elements in SharePoint Explorer for optimized memory 

utilization when loading large number of items. 

 Provision to change Azure storage setting in an existing migration job for 
user convenience. 

Version 1.1.6088 
 Improved File explorer to show up all Cloud Storage (say, Google Drive, 

Dropbox, box, Microsoft OneDrive, etc.,) Sync app installed in the 
computer. 

 It helps users navigate their Cloud Storage sync folder quickly. 

Version 1.1.6082 
 Fixed to load contents in File Explorer for multiple users in OneDrive job. 
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Version 1.1.6075 
 Fixed Document Set provisioning issue when the content type is specified 

using Default Value setting in Column Mapping feature. 

 Fixed issue when detecting related fields of Taxonomy (Managed 

Metadata) column that is added from Site Content Types. 

 Refactored Azure blob deletion while deleting job history instance. 

Version 1.1.6043 
 Migrate documents from file shares to OneDrive for Business using the 

new and exclusive migration job. 

 Automatic provisioning of OneDrive sites (personal site). 

 Search provision in application UI wherever essential. 

 Improvements to Enterprise Keywords metadata assignment for Microsoft 

Office documents. 

 Faster loading of list items and folders in Dockit 365 Explorer, including 
lists whose list view threshold is exceeded. 

 Improved performance especially when prepend and append options are 
used for handling file duplicates. 

 Enhancements in the activity log viewer for OneDrive migration to view 

individual user account specific migration statistics. 

 Introduced real-time monitor to track Azure storage to Office 365 job 
status to report the status accurately to the user. 

Version 1.0.5985 
 Automatic rename of thicket folders (_Files) to _Files_ to avoid 

migration failure. 

 Automatic rename of folder named Forms to _Forms_, when migrating 
it to the root folder of a SharePoint library. 

 Enforced mandatory column check to avoid partial metadata. 

 Enhanced to load Job History faster. 

 Provision to delete a migration job and its history instances. 

 Changed Job History view to display details of the selected job only. 

 Enhanced to show maximum number of documents being uploaded 

concurrently. 

Version 1.0.5950 
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 Vyapin’s Dockit 365 migration tool uses the Office 365 Migration API that 

boosts the speed of file migration by leveraging Azure. 

 Provides an intuitive UI to easily setup & execute a migration job with 
simple drag-n-drop operations. 


